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ABSTRACT: Predicting the future sounds like magic whether it be detecting in advance the intent of a 

potential customer to purchase your product or figuring out where the price of a stock is headed. If we can 

reliably predict the future of something, then we own a massive advantage. Machine learning has only 

served to amplify this magic and mystery. Player selection is one the most important tasks for any sport and 

cricket is no exception. The performance of the players depends on various factors such as the opposition 

team, the venue, his current form etc. The team management, the coach and the captain select 11 players for 

each match from a squad of 15 to 20 players. They analyse different characteristics and the statistics of the 

players to select the best playing 11 for each match. Each batsman contributes by scoring maximum runs 

possible and each bowler contributes by taking maximum wickets and conceding minimum runs. This paper 

attempts to predict the performance of players as how many runs will each batsman runrate and how many 

wickets will each bowler take for both the teams. Both the problems are targeted as classification problems 

where number of runs and number 
Keywords: Datasets, Statistics, Machine Learning, Strike rate, Player Performance. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

A) Area ofSpecialization 

In Computer Science, Machine learning model predictions allow sports to make highly accurate 

guesses as to the likely outcomes of a question based on historical data, which can be about all 

kinds of things– customer churn likelihood, possible fraudulent activity, and more. These provide 

the business with insights that resultintangiblebusinessvalue.Ourmodel predicts run rate, strike rate, 

bowler’s economyetc.Themainaimistopredictthe matchoutcome,performanceofeachplayer based on 

the historicaldata. 

 

B) Challenges Cricket can be considered as a very unpredictable sport. The whole outlook 

ofaCricket match be changed within a few minutes. Due to the complex nature of the game, decisions on 

team selection, player performance prediction, match outcome predictioncanbetough.Asayothersport, 

everyCricketmatchleavebehindahugeset ofdatathatcanbeanalyzedandmodeledto extract data driven insights 

of the game. These insights can be very helpful to anyone who’s involved in any decision- 

makingprocessrelatedtothegame.Cricket is a dynamic game. A team might seem to be way ahead at the 

halfway stage or atany stage of the game but an extraordinary performance from one player on the other 

team can change the outcome of the match within a few minutes. Also, various factors such as natural 

elements, complex rules regulating the game and the performanceof players on a given day etc. play a 

pivotal role in the outcome of a match. Given the array of factors affecting the game andalso its dynamic 

nature, predicting the outcome of a Cricket match is a challengingtask. 
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II.RELATED WORKS 

 

In paper[1] the author proposed a method Using recursive feature elimination, they considered top 

5 parameters for validating their result. Algorithms used were linear regression and support vector 

machine. Cricket is one of the most popular sports in the contemporary world. The ebullience of 

securing victory in a particular match has motivated the rudimentary part of this research aspect. In 

paper [2] the author developed a software tool called CricAI. This tool outputs the probability of 

victory in an ODI cricket match using input factors such as home game advantage available at 

thebeginningofthematch.TheCricAItool can be used in real-world applications by teams playing 

cricket. It can accordinglybe helpful in adjusting certain factors in order 

tomaximizethechancesofwinningtherealgame. In paper [3] about the prediction 

techniquesusedinallthesports,algorithms used and their efficiency. Since the project we are doing is 

related to cricket, we concentrated more on cricket in the paper. According to this paper, cricket is 

the 2nd last of all sports for prediction whereas soccer and basketball tops the list. There were 

several algorithms described in this paperlikeArtificialneuralnetwork, 

Decisiontree,KNN,Supportvector machine,boosting,linearregression, random forest and 

bayesensemble. 

 

III.PROPOSEDWORK 

 

Hence, we have decided to implement a webpage using HTML and CSS for front end and Python 

for Backend using four different Algorithms. Dividing the data frame into training and test dataset 

in the ratio 80:20 respectively using train_test split from sklearn.model_selection. The dependent 

variable here is strike rate, run rate, economy of the bowler and wickets. Here Ground name and 

Playing against are string values. But for a machine its hard or impossible to learn the string values, 

so we assigned an integer value for each string value present in the dataset. We trained the model to 

calculate run rate, strike rate, wickets, economy of the bowler and to select best playing 11 using 

four different algorithms namely Decision trees, Naives Bayes algorithm, KNN Algorithm, 

Gradient Boosting Algorithm, Random Forest Algorithm. The algorithm predicts and the output 

will be displayed on the webpage based on the user input. 

 

IV.ALGORITHMSUSED 

 
A) KNNAlgorithm 

 

K-Nearest Neighbour is one of thesimplest Machine Learning algorithms based on Supervised 

Learning technique.K-NNalgorithm assumes the similarity between the new case/data and available 

cases and put the new case into the category that is most similar to the available categories. K- NN 

algorithm stores all the available data and classifies a new data point based on the similarity. This 

means when new data appears then it can be easily classified into a well suite category by using this 

algorithm. KNN algorithm can be used for Regression as well as for Classification but mostly it is 

used for the Classification problems. It is a non-parametric algorithm, which means it does not 

make any assumption on underlyingdata. 

 

B) RandomForest 

 

Random Forest is a popular machine learning algorithm that belongs to the supervised learning 
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technique. It can be used for both Classification andRegression problems in ML. It is based on the 

concept of ensemble learning, which is a process of combining multiple classifiers to solve a 

complex problem and to improve the performance of the model. As the name 

suggests,"RandomForestisaclassifierthat contains a number of decision trees on various subsets of 

the given dataset and takes the average to improve the predictive accuracy of that dataset." Instead 

ofrelying on one decision tree, the random forest takes the prediction from each tree and based on 

the majority votes of predictions, and it predicts the final output. The greater number of trees in the 

forest leads tohigher accuracy and prevents the problem of overfitting. 

 

C) Linear Regression 

 

Linear regression is one of the easiest and most popular Machine Learning algorithms. It is a 

statistical method that is used for predictive analysis. Linear regression makes predictions for 

continuous/real or numeric variables such as sales, salary, age, product price, etc. Linear regression 

algorithm shows alinearrelationship between a dependent (y) and one or more independent (y) 

variables, hence called as linear regression. Since linear regression shows the linear relationship, 

which means it finds how the value of the dependent variable is changing according to the value of 

the independent variable. The linear regression model provides a sloped straight line representing 

the relationship between the variables. 

 
D) DecisionTree 

Decision Tree is a Supervised learning technique that can be used for both classification and 

Regression problems,but mostly it is preferred for solving Classification problems. It is a tree- 

structured classifier, where internal nodes represent the features of a dataset,branches represent the 

decision rules and each leaf node represents the outcome. In a Decision tree, there are two nodes, 

which are the Decision Node and Leaf Node. Decision nodes are used to make any decision and 

have multiple branches, whereas Leaf nodes are the output of those decisions and do not contain 

any furtherbranches. 

 
E) GradientBoosting 

Gradient descent is an optimization algorithm that's used when training a machine learning model. 

It's based on a convex function and tweaks its parameters iteratively to minimize a given function 

to its local minimum. Gradient descent is an optimization algorithm used to minimize some 

function by iteratively moving in the direction of steepest descent as defined by the negative of the 

gradient. In machine learning, we use gradient descent to update the parameters of our model. 

Parameters refer to coefficients in Linear Regression and weights in neural networks. 

 

V.DESIGN ANDARCHITECTURE 

 

A) DATA COLLECTION 

The data set collected for cricketprediction is split into Training set and Test set. The data from 132 

matches were taken and put together in the dataset for prediction. The Data Model created using 

Random Forest, KNN regression, Decision tree, Linear regression and Gradient booster algorithms 

areappliedontheTrainingsetandbasedon the test result accuracy, Data test set prediction isdone. 
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           Fig.1. Data Collection                                                            Fig.2. Architecture 

 
For calculating strike rate, run rate of the team, economy of the bowler, wickets and Best 11 players 

of the team fiveAlgorithms are used. They are. 

 

1. KNN 

2. RandomForest 

3. LinearRegression 

4. DecisionTree 

5. GradientBoosting 

 

B) MEASUREMENTS RUNRATE 

In cricket, the run rate, or runs per over, is the average number of runs a batting side 

scoresperover.Itincludesallrunsmadeby the batting side in the innings to that point of the game, both 

the runs scored by the batsmen and extras conceded by the bowlingteam. 

 

STRIKE RATE 

 

Strike rate refers to two different statistics in the sport of cricket. Batting strike rate is a measure of 

how quickly a batsman achieves the primary goal of batting, namely scoring runs. Bowling strike 

rate is ameasureofhowquicklyabowlerachieves the primary goal of bowling, namely taking wickets. 

 

BOWLERS ECONOMY 

 

In cricket, a player's economy rate is the averagenumberofrunstheyhaveconceded per over bowled. 

It is one of several statistics used to compare bowlers, commonly used alongside 

bowlingaverageandstrikerate tojudgetheoverall performance of a bowler. 
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VI IMPLEMENTATION  

A) Team Runrate 

 

     
 

B) Player Economy 
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C) Wicket 

 

     
 

D) Best 11 
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VII CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS 

 
A) CONCLUSION 

 

Player’sselectionspossessavitalroleinthe team’s triumph. The selection committee 

boardmember,coachandcaptainofteamis responsible for selection of the best players for team for 

each match. The player’s performances depend on various factors such as the location where the 

match being play,pastrecords,hiscurrentform,average rate, strike rate, run scored at a particular 

venue,numberofinningsplayedagainstthe opposition teams etc. Taking into consideration this 

information they employ an accurate prediction model which predict 

theaccuracyofthebatsmenandbowlers.In this project we modeled datasets based on player’s earlier 

record. Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest and support Vector Machine supervising 

machine learning algorithm were evaluated and used. Random forest algorithm found to be 

produced more accurate and useful outcome among the other classifier algorithms. Whereas the 

SVM produce unexpected and less useful result. This model work well with further format of 

cricket i.e., “T20 matches” and “Testseries matches” and equivalent procedure can be applied these 

2 formats ofgame. 

 

B) FUTUREWORKS 

 

1. To improve efficiency, we can possibly use the players' data to assess the quality of each 

teamplayer. 

2. Trying more complex Machine Learning algorithmslikeXgboostandfine-tuningthe 

hyperparameters 

3. A confusion matrix would be great to analyse which games the model gotwrong. 
 

4. We could ensemble that is we could try stacking more models together to improve the 

accuracy. 

5. Going even further and making a model based on playerstatistics. 
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